Our mission

is to provide a Waldorf secondary education both to
students who are continuing their Waldorf
education and to students finding Waldorf education
for the first time. Our education supports the
physical, spiritual, social, and intellectual
development of our students.

Our goal
is to awaken and foster in our students:
• Clear, informed, and heartfelt thinking
• C reativity and inquiry
• C ompassion for and interest in the world and
all humanity
• A well-founded belief in their capacities
and the will to use them

Our work
is based on the educational contributions of
Rudolf Steiner and his insights into human
development and social forms.

Waldorf High School of Massachusetts Bay
is an independent school for grades 9-12
in Belmont, Massachusetts
Founded in 1996, Waldorf High School is located in Belmont on convenient bus and
train routes connecting to the greater Boston area. Incorporated as a non-profit,
independent school, the high school is governed by a faculty collegium and a board
of trustees.
Our approach to education is based on the work of Rudolf Steiner (1861-1925), an
Austrian scientist, philosopher, and educator who founded the first Waldorf school
in Stuttgart, Germany, in 1919. Through Waldorf education, Steiner sought to
cultivate the minds and hearts of young people so that they would gain clarity of
thought and the strength of will to meet the challenges of their own time and the
future.
With over 1,000 schools worldwide, and 200 in the United States alone, Waldorf
High School of Massachusetts Bay is part of one of the largest and fastest-growing
independent school movements in the world.
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The heart

of Waldorf tradition

Drawn from 100 years of insight into education and human
development, our method begins with a Waldorf tradition:
The Main Lesson.
Each morning, our students immerse themselves in a topic for
an uninterrupted hour and 45-minute class with a specialist
teacher. With three to four weeks dedicated to each block, our
students take time to explore every subject in the context of
its history, culture, and impact.
Primary source materials, rather than textbooks, bring
students directly to the great and enduring ideas of mankind.
Field trips deepen students’ understanding with
experience. Independent research extends classroom
“I would read the book aloud
to myself and use voices for
discussions.
the di erent characters and
make their faces for myself
Following the main lesson, classes are devoted to an array
in the mirror. My family
of year-long classes in English and mathematics, American
thought I was crazy. I guess I
studies, global studies, foreign languages, and music. Each
just had sea fever, or more
student also takes classes in
arts, practical arts, and
like Moby-Dick fever. I was
physical education. These core skills classes build knowledge
truly on the Pequod.”
and capacities that equip students to meet the challenge of
— Ninth grade student
Main Lesson blocks.
In addition to skill building homework, students return to their Main Lesson topics, as
they amplify, condense, restate, transcribe, and illustrate their reading and r
ctions.
These carefully composed Main Lesson books become valuable resources and cherished
creations, kept and referenced by students for years.
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Curriculum
Main Lesson Block Classes

Science: Physics I: Thermal Physics
Chemistry I: Geochemistry
Biology I: Anatomy & Physiology
Mathematics: Counting and Probability
Literature: Comedy and Tragedy; The Novel
History: Native American History
Revolutions, History through Art

Main Lesson Block Classes

Science: Physics II: Mechanics
Chemistry II: Acids and Bases
Earth Science I: Navigation
Biology II: Embryology and Cell Biology
Mathematics: Information Technology
Literature: Art of Poetry, Drama Production
History: Ancient History, Ancient Greece

Skill Building Courses

Skill Building Courses

Main Lesson Block Classes

Main Lesson Block Classes

Academic: English 9
American Studies
Algebra
Spanish 9
Music: All-school Chorus
Fine Arts: Black and White Drawing, Painting
Practical Arts: 3 Electives
Movement: Physical Education/Health 9
Inclusions: Community Service, Class Trips

Science: Physics III: Electricity and Magnetism
Chemistry III: The Nature of Matter
Earth Science II: Botany
Mathematics: Projective Geometry
Literature: Hamlet; Heroes and Monsters, Parzival
History: Medieval History
Renaissance/Reformation/Enlightenment

Skill Building Courses

Academic: English/American Studies 11
Mathematics/Pre-Calculus
Laboratory Science
Spanish 11
Music: All-school Chorus
Fine Arts: Portrait Drawing, Landscape Painting
Watercolor
Practical Arts: 3 Electives
Movement: Physical Education/Health 11
Inclusions: Community Service, Class Trips

Academic: English 10
Global Studies
Algebra/Geometry
Spanish 10
Music: All-school Chorus
Fine Arts: Drawing, Painting
Practical Arts: 3 Electives
Movement: Physical Education/Health 10
Inclusions: Community Service, Class Trips

A Cappella Singing
Block Printing
Bookbinding
Computer Programing
Instrumental Ensembles
Model U.N.
Photography
Stagecraft
Textile Arts
Watercolor Painting
Woodworking
Yearbook

“What drew us to Waldorf High
School was the curriculum.”

Science: Physics IV: Optics
-Waldorf parent
Chemistry IV: Biochemistry
Biology III: Zoology and Evolution
Literature: Transcendentalists, Drama Production
History: Modern History: Political & Economic Theory,
Developing a World View: Ideas & Consciousness
Multidisciplinary
Practicum: Practical Internship

Skill Building Courses

Academic: English 12
Calculus
Spanish 12
Music: All-school Chorus
Fine Arts: Painting, Watercolor
Practical Arts: 3 Electives
Movement: Physical Education/Health 12
Inclusions: Seminar, Community Service, Class Trips
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“Waldorf students come
closer to realizing their
own potentials than
anyone I know.”
— Joseph Weizenbaum, Ph.D.,
Professor, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology

At Waldorf, we like

working with teenagers.
We enjoy their energy, questions, enthusiasm,
and idealism.
We nurture their emerging spirits with a
balanced program of intellectual exploration,
arts, social interaction, and physical activity
that educates their minds and cultivates their
development.
We are dedicated to helping students reach
their fullest potential, and embark on lives of
consequence and conscience.
“I account it high time to get
to sea as soon as I can.”
— Ishmael, from Melville’s Moby-Dick

“Waldorf graduates
stand out from the crowd.
They are inter-disciplinary thinkers.
They are philosophically grounded.
They are committed to humanistic
and democratic values.”
— Professor Lyman Stookey, Associate
Director of the Legal Studies Program,
Brandeis University

“A Waldorf education means
learning things that form
your character. It means
acquiring knowledge
not for ‘the test,’ but
because it is good.”
— Waldorf alumnus

“What every parent would wish as the best for his or her children,
Waldorf education provides. The fullest development of intelligent,
imaginative, self-confident, and caring persons is the aim of Waldorf
education. The aim is solidly grounded in a comprehensive view of
human development, in an intellectually and culturally rich
curriculum, and in the presence of knowledgeable, caring
human beings at every stage of the child’s education.”
— Douglas Sloan, Professor Emeritus, Columbia University

At Waldorf, learning is an experience.
Sometimes, it begins with the story of a whale.
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Education

in and through the arts

Classes at Waldorf are a multi-sensory
experience. Our academic curriculum is
infused with the arts because we believe
that becoming educated is more than
cataloging facts.

While the arts are integrated into every course at

When the arts are integrated into all
learning, marvelous things happen.
Because our students learn with their
senses as well as their intellects, learning
becomes more meaningful and enduring.

Our practical arts courses develop students’ skill at
working with their hands (knitting for charity,
basket weaving, and book binding) as well as
other talents, such as acting and perfomance,
computer programming, and digital arts. Many
students play a musical instrument and all sing in

They set about solving problems with
creativity and optimism.

through critical analysis, dialogue, research,
technique, and of course, the making of art.

Many of our students become accomplished
artists and musicians, many do not. All wake to the
importance of color, shape, sound, texture,
perception, and emotion, and how these elements
enrich our daily lives. All respect the work of the
imagination and the power of creativity.

At Waldorf, science is explored
with paints and poetry, as
well as microscopes and
muddy hands.
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“Waldorf schools include powerfully the arts
as a teaching tool. Art as it helps to reveal
the use of language, art as it can be revealed
in numbers, and certainly in nature.”
— Ernest Boyer, former president, Carnegie Institute
for the Advancement of Teaching

Not all Waldorf students become artists,
but all become accomplished in
the art of learning.
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• Develop clear thinking and sensitivity
• Find their place within their natural and social environment
• Discover the complex currents and forces that shape our lives
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How a student reaches an answer
is as important as the answer itself.
We guide our students to become
disciplined thinkers with extensive
writing, intensive discussions, and
by asking challenging questions.
Our students are expected to
know their facts, ground their
theories in textual examples and
clear-eyed
observation,
and
defend their positions with logic.

With the power of disciplined thinking,
Waldorf Students connect their learning
in one field to discoveries they make in
others. The interconnections they grasp
between subjects—how Copernicus
influenced Shakespeare or how a human
being is like a starfish—guide them to
become insightful thinkers.
Our curriculum is designed as a
complete venture from grade 9 through
12. We teach to the early intellect of the
9th grade mind, and then advance the
sophistication of course material as the
student progresses in their intellectual
and social development. The four years
students spend with us are rich with
discoveries and epiphanies.

“I felt not as if I had been given all
the answers to the questions, but
rather the tools to figure out the
answers.” -Waldorf alumnus
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During the Moby Dick Main Lesson, when students are assigned to write a
letter home as if they were a crew member on Captain Ahab’s Pequod or a
letter from Oedipus to his children explaining his recent behavior, they learn
circumstances and times.
Through our Community Service Program, they learn how much
awaken their compassion, develop their idealism, and put it into action with
our students return with a profound sense of the rewards of giving oneself.

Sensitivity
“Nourished by the waves, the sun, the
curriculum, and each other, these are
students ready to meet the world.”
— Sandra Ruggiero, Waldorf High School Teacher

“Even though they don’t
have a lot, they’re still a
lot happier than most
Americans, who have so
much. It makes you think
that maybe material things
aren’t the most important
things in life.”
— Waldorf student, community service
volunteer at Monte Cristi Orphanage,
Dominican Republic

Strong Will
Developing our students’ will is as important to our faculty as the knowledge they acquire.
We strengthen their ability to begin and to persist until they succeed with a challenging
curriculum, independent projects, and high expectations.
Working with their hands to create beautiful and useful objects in our
practical arts program requires focus, patience, judgment, and
persistence, which serve students well in all their endeavors.

Athletics Program
Our sports program provides another venue in which our students
learn determination. When the Comets brought home Massachusetts
Bay Independent League championship trophies in basketball and
soccer, we all took pride in their skill and their will to win. Physical
education classes round out our sports and movement programs.

Professional Internships
at life beyond high school, as they apply the skills they’ve acquired in
school to internships in the working world. They explore their
interests, consider careers, and build relationships between our school

“On my visit with the seniors at the Waldorf High
School, I made believe I was Socrates and I asked the
most profound, impossible-to-answer questions I
could think of. What I found most extraordinary was
their ability to integrate three mental and emotional
processes: a sense of aesthetics, an understanding of
ethics, and a passionate sense of conviction.”
-Arnold Kerzner, M.D., Pediatric and Adolescent Psychiatry

Our goal of helping each student find
their place in the natural and social
world is met within and without our
walls.
Waldorf is a place where individuals fit
right in. In our small and nurturing
school community, we get to know
each of our students well. Every
student has a faculty advisor who
provides academic, social, and personal support through all four years. As
our students grow intellectually,
spiritually, and socially, they come to
understand themselves, their abilities
and ambitions, and envision the
places they will take in the world as
adults.

Student clubs

“At Waldorf High School you don’t work to be better than
someone else, we work together so that we can all
become better.” - Waldorf High School alumnus

, including the
Model U.N., Yearbook, and Drama,
give our students opportunities to
exercise their talents as planners,
organizers, and producers. The
Student Council listens to concerns
and acts on issues—whether the
optimal placement of lockers or developing a social values policy—concerning the health of our school community. They put into practice our belief
that our actions can bring about
positive change.

Class Trips

Frequent
, allow our
students to become aware of the
natural world in which we belong. For
example, each year our 12th grade
travels to Hermit Island, Maine, where
they spend one week studying invertebrate sea life through direct observation, lectures, and workshops.
Wherever they travel, our students
bring home an understanding
informed by experience and memory
of the natural world, and the impact
of humans on it.

Foreign Exchange

Program

With Waldorf High School being connected to
more than 1,000 Waldorf schools worldwide, our
students have the opportunity to study abroad fully immersing themselves in a foreign culture
and discovering that they belong to a global
community. Also, students from Waldorf schools
across the globe come to our school, bringing
their perspectives to our students. Coming or
going, Waldorf students relish their indepenself-reliance as they explore entirely new
environments.

Our Foreign Exchange Program, available to
students during their sophomore or junior
years, gives students the opportunity to spend
six weeks to four months in a foreign country
with a Waldorf family.

Freie Waldorfschule Kreuzberg, Waldorf High School
in Berlin, Germany

Escuela Waldorf Clara de Asís, Waldorf High School in
Buenos Aires, Argentina
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Ready to

meet the world

Waldorf graduates take many paths. Their
college placements reflect the thoughtful
process with which they approach major
decisions. Our students select not only top
colleges in the nation, but also those where
they can best pursue their educational and
professional goals. Our college counselor
works closely with students and parents to
guide them through the process. Waldorf High
School of Massachusetts Bay is well- regarded
by colleges; our graduates are known for their
creativity, confidence and self direction.

Our highest endeavor must be to
develop free human beings who can,
of themselves, impart purpose and
direction to their lives.”
— Rudolf Steiner

Once enrolled in college, Waldorf students
discover that they are prepared to meet the
challenges of college coursework and independent living. Most marvel at how much of their
high school learning is actually a part of them,
how much it is a resource to draw on, and a
guide to full and responsive living.
Our goals for our students are more fundamental, more permanent, than preparation for a
specific group of colleges or for standardized
test scores. A Waldorf education is for life.

“If someone were to ask me whether I think Waldorf
prepares students for college, or ‘the real world,’ I would
ask whether or not a student can fully appreciate the
college experience or the real world without the
humanistic approach that is so deeply rooted in a
Waldorf education.”
— Waldorf alumnus
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COLLEGE ACCEPTANCES OF OUR GRADUATES
Hampshire College

Hofstra University

Oberlin College

Bryn Mawr College
Lesley College

Adelphi University
Syracuse University Emerson College
Simmons College
Union College

New York University

Rhode Island School of Design
American University

Wellesley College

Berklee College of Music

Dartmouth College

Brandeis University

Boston College

London School of Economics: England
University of Vermont
Suffolk University

Cornell University

Denison University

Ithaca College

George Washington University
University of Connecticut

Boston Conservatory of Music
Bentley University

Bowdoin College

Mass College of Pharmacy

Skidmore College

Stonehill College

Clark University

Rice University

Goucher College

Smith College

University of Massachusetts, Amherst

Boston University

Northeastern University

University of Colorado, Boulder

Bard College

Massachusetts College of Art

Bryant University
Temple University

Lewis and Clark University

Mt. Holyoke College

View our complete list of college acceptances at

Connecticut College

Providence College

WaldorfHighSchool.org
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A

from our students

“This school was the ﬁrst that brought
me out of my shell. This school is where
I found my ﬁrst real friends.”

“When I’m here I feel free to be myself,
and be accepted for who I am.”

“I have learned things about myself
here that I never thought possible.
Who knew I could debate at Model
U.N., play on a soccer team, and help
produce a dramatic production.”
“Our teachers care about students. The
school has the feeling of a family, which
makes it easier to learn and understand.”
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Professional photography courtesy of Vito Aluia

From I-95/RT 128:
Take exit 28 for Trapelo Road toward
Belmont. Turn onto Trapelo Road. Continue
straight to stay on Trapelo Road for 4 miles.
Take a slight right onto Lexington Street.
Parking for the Waldorf High School building
is in the same parking lot as St. Lukes Parish.

Additional photography courtesy of: Mary Ann Wells, Uschi
Kullmann, Dan Raizen, Carol Long, Sandra Ruggiero,
George Blaszczynski, Tuija Voutilainen Lynch, and Alex Nicholl
Page 6: Wood engraving by Barry Moser from the Arion
Press Edition of Moby-Dick, Arion Press, San Francisco, 1979
Artwork courtesy of Waldorf High School of Massachusetts
Bay students

From I-90 West/Mass Pike:
Take Exit 17 toward Watertown onto Centre
Street. Follow Centre Street left over I-90,
and through light where it becomes Galen
Street. Stay on Galen St into Watertown
Square. At intersection, turn left onto Rt.
20/Main Street. Turn right onto Waverley
Avenue. Turn left onto Belmont Street. Turn
right onto Lexington Street. Parking for the
Waldorf High School building is in the same
parking lot as St. Lukes Parish.

Waldorf High School of Massachusetts Bay is accredited by the New England Association of Schools and Colleges, the Association of Waldorf
Schools of North America, and the National Council for Private School Accreditation and is a member of the Association of Independent Schools of
New England and the National Association of Independent Schools.
Waldorf High School of Massachusetts Bay operates in a non-discriminatory way, without regard to race, color, gender, sexual orientation, religion,
or national or ethnic origin.
dations.

